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Abstract—With the emergence of data science, graph computing has become increasingly important these days. Unfortunately,
graph computing typically suffers from poor performance when
mapped to modern computing systems because of the overhead
of executing atomic operations and inefficient utilization of the
memory subsystem. Meanwhile, emerging technologies, such as
Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC), enable the processing-in-memory
(PIM) functionality with offloading operations at an instruction
level. Instruction offloading to the PIM side has considerable
potentials to overcome the performance bottleneck of graph
computing. Nevertheless, this functionality for graph workloads
has not been fully explored, and its applications and shortcomings
have not been well identified thus far.
In this paper, we present GraphPIM, a full-stack solution
for graph computing that achieves higher performance using
PIM functionality. We perform an analysis on modern graph
workloads to assess the applicability of PIM offloading and
present hardware and software mechanisms to efficiently make
use of the PIM functionality. Following the real-world HMC 2.0
specification, GraphPIM provides performance benefits for graph
applications without any user code modification or ISA changes.
In addition, we propose an extension to PIM operations that can
further bring performance benefits for more graph applications.
The evaluation results show that GraphPIM achieves up to a
2.4× speedup with a 37% reduction in energy consumption.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The massive explosion in data volumes has made graph
computing increasingly popular as a tool for processing largescale network data over the past decades. Today, graph computing is being applied to a variety of domains, including
social networks [1], e-commerce recommendations [2], and
bio-informatics [3]. It is expected to become more prevalent
in the future as many large-scale, real-world problems can
be effectively modeled as graphs. Consequently, a significant
amount of research efforts has been invested in graph computing to improve its execution efficiency, from high-level
graph analytics [1] to low-level system implementations [4]–
[7]. Despite all these efforts, however, graph computing still
does not perform well on modern computing systems because
of the irregular memory access to graph data. To improve
the execution efficiency of graph processing, it is critical
to provide a graph computing framework that incorporates
architectural innovations to overcome the inefficient utilization
of memory subsystems.

As a technique for addressing the bottleneck in the memory
subsystem, processing-in-memory (PIM) was proposed a few
decades ago with a variety of proposals [8]–[11]. Unfortunately, the initial attempt for PIM was not entirely successful
because of its design complexity, fabrication difficulty, and less
immediate needs. Recently, PIM architectures have regained
the attention of researchers as a result of the advances in 3Dstacking technologies and an increasing concern on the memory bottleneck. Several PIM architectures and programming
models have been recently proposed by academia [12]–[14],
and memory vendors have also started to incorporate compute
units into the memory architecture, such as Hybrid Memory
Cube (HMC) proposed by Micron [15].
In this paper, we explore incorporating real-world PIM
technology into graph computing to improve its execution
efficiency by addressing hardware and software challenges.
In particular, our study follows the HMC 2.0 specification
that will be available in the near future. In HMC, a logic
layer and several DRAM layers are stacked together using
vertical interconnects called through-silicon vias (TSVs). The
logic layer provides hardware for compute functionality as
well as accommodates the memory controller for the DRAM
layers. Starting from HMC 2.0, it supports the execution of
18 atomic operations in its logic layer.1 Atomic operation
support is limited to several basic operations, but it introduces
the possibility of offloading computation at an instruction
granularity. To this end, we propose GraphPIM, a full-stack
solution that enables PIM for modern graph frameworks.
GraphPIM involves addressing two key challenges.
What to Offload to PIM: Exploiting PIM in an effective way
requires the identification of the right candidate for offloading,
which has not been well discussed in prior studies. GraphPIM
is based on the key observation that the atomic access to the
graph property is the main culprit for the inefficient execution
of graph workloads on modern systems. Thus, by offloading
the atomic operations on the graph property to the PIM side,
GraphPIM avoids the overhead of performing the atomic
operations in the host processor and the inefficient utilization
of the memory subsystem caused by irregular data accesses.
1 HMC 2.0 differs from HMC Gen2, which follows the HMC 1.0 specification. HMC 2.0 hardware is not publicly available yet, but HMC atomic
support is a practical, real-world design.

How to Offload to PIM: Another key challenge is designing
an interface between the host processor and PIM architectures,
which is less intrusive to the computing ecosystem. Unlike a
recent PIM study that requires programmers to explicitly invoke PIM operations using new host (native) instructions [14],
GraphPIM does not add an extra burden on application
programmers by leveraging existing host instructions. The
key idea is to map host atomic instructions directly into
PIM atomics using uncacheable memory support in modern
architectures. With this approach, we demonstrate that we
can provide performance benefits for a wide range of graph
workloads without any changes in user applications or ISA;
we only need a minor extension to the host processor and the
graph framework. As a result, GraphPIM is more non-intrusive
to the current software and hardware environment than other
solutions, which we discuss in Section III-B.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We study a wide range of graph workloads and identify
the potential target for PIM offloading. We demonstrate
that the key performance benefit of PIM for graph computing comes from reducing atomic overhead.
•

•

We propose GraphPIM, which efficiently utilizes the
real-world PIM functionality for graph computing. With
minor architectural extensions to support PIM instruction
offloading, our GraphPIM solution significantly improves
graph processing performance (up to 2.4x) without any
changes in user applications and ISA.
We study the applicability of the atomic operations in
HMC 2.0 for modern graph workloads. Based on the
analysis, we propose a potential extension to the current
set of HMC atomics and enable the PIM functionality for
more graph applications.

II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Processing-in-memory (PIM) is a decades-old concept of incorporating computation functionality directly in the memory.
The integrated compute units can be fully programmable cores,
such as CPU and GPU, or simple ones that execute fixedfunction PIM operations. As one of the first few industrial
practices of PIM, Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) provides compute capability, starting from HMC 2.0 [16]. In this section,
we first provide background on the PIM implemented in HMC
and then discuss how to exploit it for graph workloads.
A. HMC-Atomic Operation
In addition to a dramatic improvement in memory bandwidth, HMC introduces the possibility of supporting a variety of processing-in-memory (PIM) functionalities within the
memory cube. PIM operations in HMC basically perform three
steps: reading data from DRAM, performing computation on
the data in the logic die, and then writing back the result to
the same DRAM location. According to HMC 2.0, the PIM
units perform read-modify-write (RMW) operations atomically within an HMC package. The corresponding DRAM
bank is locked during the RMW operation, so any other memory requests to the same bank cannot be serviced. In addition,

all PIM operations include only one memory operand; the
operations are performed on an immediate value and a memory
operand.
TABLE I: Atomic operations in HMC 2.0
Type
Arithmetic
Bitwise
Boolean
Comparison

Data Size

Operation

Return

8/16 byte
8/16 byte
16 byte
8/16 byte

single/dual signed add
swap, bit write
AND/NAND/OR/NOR/XOR
CAS-if equal/zero/greater/less,
compare if equal

w/ or w/o
w/ or w/o
w/o
w/
w/

Table I lists several types of PIM operations supported
by HMC 2.0: arithmetic, bitwise, boolean, and comparison.
Although some operations also support 8-byte size, the default
data size of PIM operations is 16 bytes. Depending on the
definition of specific commands, a response may or may not
be returned. If the response is returned, it will include an
atomic flag that indicates whether the atomic operation was
successful. Depending on the commands, the original memory
data may also be returned along with the response.
B. Modern Graph Computing
Graph computing has been applied to a variety of domains
as an important tool for processing large-scale network data.
In real-world practices, because of the unique characteristics
of graph data, graph computing shows distinct and diverse
behaviors that are different from other computing types.
Framework-Based Computing: Unlike general applications that are often written from scratch, graph computing
applications are typically implemented on top of underlying graph frameworks [5]–[7]. Graph frameworks provide
user primitives for elementary graph operations, such as
finding vertices and updating graph properties, while hiding
the complexity of graph data management from application
programmers. In other words, graph frameworks decouple
user application code from low-level data management and
OS/hardware-related code. This allows us to integrate optimization techniques into the graph frameworks without adding
an extra burden on programmers.
Diversity of Graph Applications: The complexity and
diversity of graph data result in a wide range of graph workloads with various computation behaviors [1], [17]. Modern
graph applications are generally classified into three categories
depending on the computation type.
(1) Graph Traversal (GT): In this category of applications,
most computation occurs while traversing the graph through
edges and jumping from a vertex to other connected vertices
that are scattered through the graph. Traversing incurs a large
number of irregular memory accesses for applications such as
breadth-first search, shortest path, and page rank [18].
(2) Rich Property (RP): In this category, vertices are associated with rich graph properties, which can be as complex as
large stochastic tables, such as those in Gibbs inference [19]
and Bayesian network computation [20]. Computation in this
category, unlike graph traversal (GT), occurs within the graph
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Fig. 1: Instructions per cycle (IPC) of graph workloads on an
Intel Xeon E5 machine
Inefficient Execution on Modern Systems: To understand
the performance behaviors of diverse graph applications on
modern architectures, we measure the instructions per cycle
(IPC) of typical graph workloads in each category on an 8-core
Intel Xeon E5 machine. As shown in Figure 1, most workloads
experience extremely poor performance. For example, many
applications in the GT category show an IPC of less than 0.1,
and while the workloads in DG show a bit higher performance
than GT, they are still well below an IPC of 1. In general,
graph computing applications (especially for the applications
in the GT and DG categories) suffer from significantly poor
performance on conventional architectures.
C. Bottlenecks in Graph Computing
The bottlenecks in graph computing arise from two major sources. First, graph computing typically entails a large
number of irregular memory accesses because of the scattered
graph connectivity. This makes on-chip caches mostly ineffective and thus leads to poor utilization of compute resources due
to the access to the long-latency main memory. Second, graph
data is typically processed in parallel due to its massive scale.
Such parallel graph data processing heavily performs atomic
operations to avoid contention of shared data. In general,
atomic execution involves multiple operations and incurs nonnegligible performance overhead [21]. Below, we provide an
analysis to understand the bottlenecks of graph computing.
Irregular Memory Access: To understand the impact of irregular memory accesses on graph computing, we break down
the execution time in the processor pipeline and measure the
misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) of on-chip caches across
a variety of graph workloads. The experiment is performed
on an Intel Xeon E5 machine using hardware performance
counters [22].
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(3) Dynamic Graph (DG): Applications in this category
perform computations on the dynamic graphs where the structure changes over time. Examples include graph triangulation
(TMorph) and streaming graph (GCons). The applications in
this category show memory-intensive behavior and irregular
memory accesses similar to the static graphs. However, the
dynamic graph structure leads to more diverse computation
behavior than GT because of dynamic memory footprint and
heavy write accesses.
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Fig. 2: Architectural behaviors of graph workloads on an Intel
Xeon E5 machine
First, the top graph in Figure 2 shows the execution time
breakdown following a top-down methodology described in
the Intel manual [22], [23]. Frontend and Backend represent the execution time spent by frontend and backend-caused
stalls.2 Also, BadSpeculation shows the cycles resulting
from miss speculation, while Retiring represents the cycles
of successfully retired instructions. Note that the pipeline stalls
caused by the memory subsystem are included in Backend.
As shown in the figure, graph computing spends most of
its execution time on Backend, which is higher than 90% in
some workloads, indicating that the memory subsystem is the
key bottleneck for graph workloads. Such an observation is
further supported by the MPKI results in the bottom graph,
where L3 MPKI can be as high as 145 for the Degree
Centrality (DCentr) workload. Also, the L2 and L3 caches
do not provide sufficient benefit for most graph workloads as
presented in the L2/L3 MPKI values.
Data Components: Figure 3 illustrates a code snippet
of breadth-first search (BFS) using a vertex-frontier based
algorithm [18]. The code goes through a loop that iterates
over the traversal steps in a synchronized way. The algorithm
in each step processes the vertices in the frontier that contains
the vertices with the same depth. For each vertex, the algorithm
checks the depth of its neighbors to see if it has been visited,
and if not the depth information is updated using a compare
and swap (CAS) atomic operation. Then, the newly visited
vertices form the frontier for the next iteration. Here, the data
access can be classified into three different components: meta
data, graph structure, and graph property.
(1) Meta Data: Meta data include any local variables (e.g.,
d) and task queues (e.g., F and F’). These are frequently
accessed and are also small, so they are cache-friendly. Thus,
the access to meta data mostly hits in the L1/L2 caches.
(2)Graph Structure: To check the status of neighbors, the
graph structure is accessed for retrieving the neighbor vertices.
Since each vertex’s neighbor list is usually organized in an
array-like data structure, access to the graph structure has good
spatial locality. Thus, the memory requests to this component
2 Frontend includes instruction fetch, decode and allocate. Backend
includes instruction scheduling, executing, and retiring.

line 7: accessing graph property

Fig. 3: Code snippet for breadth-first search (BFS)
also do not incur a large number of main memory accesses.
(3) Graph Property: During the traversal, BFS updates the
property of the neighbor vertices. Due to the irregular nature
of graph connectivity, working on the property list incurs
accesses that are spread throughout the entire graph. However,
only a small portion of the graph property is captured in the
cache because of the large size of graph data. As a result, the
access to the graph property usually leads to a high number
of last-level cache (LLC) misses.
As explained above, the inefficient utilization of the memory
subsystem is caused by the access to the graph property rather
than to other data components. Also, due to the uncertain
nature of graph connectivity, it is challenging to improve cache
performance via conventional prefetching or data remapping
techniques. In summary, we have two key observations: 1) the
irregular access pattern occurs mostly in the graph property
access (not spreading over all data components) and 2) the
computation on the property data is a simple read-modifywrite (RMW) atomic operation.
D. PIM Potential for Atomic Instructions
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A. Overview
Figure 5 shows an overview of our GraphPIM framework.
GraphPIM enables instruction-level PIM offloading for generic
graph computing frameworks with negligible changes in both
software and hardware. Because of the separation of the user
application layer from others, the changes are transparent to
user applications.
User
User
Application Application

…

User
Application

Graph API
Middleware
Graph Data Management

Any vertex in the graph can be shared among multiple
threads. Thus, it is inevitable for most graph workloads to
perform a large number of atomic operations to avoid contentions on the updates of the shared vertex property. For
example, Figure 3 shows that all neighbor vertices’ properties
are accessed via CAS atomic operations. The heavy reliance on
atomic operations incurs non-negligible performance overhead
in modern general-purpose architectures [21].
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Fig. 4: Atomic instruction overhead of graph workloads on an
Intel Xeon E5 machine
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To measure the overhead of atomic operations for graph
workloads, we conducted an experiment on an Intel Xeon
E5 machine. We created micro-benchmarks performing one
iteration of each graph workload and then ran the benchmarks
while including/excluding the atomic operations on the graph
property. As shown in Figure 4, compared with using regular
read and write instructions, the atomic instruction incurs a
29.8% performance degradation on average (up to 64% for
DCentr). The overhead of CPU atomic instructions comes not
only from the extra cache invalidation and coherence traffic
caused by the read-modify-write operation, but also from the
pipeline freezing and write-buffer draining because of the
consistency requirement. Such atomic overhead can potentially
be avoided by utilizing PIM-Atomic in graph workloads.
Because the read and atomic operations on the graph property
occur at different execution phases and barriers guarantee
that all previous atomic instructions are complete, the graph
workloads naturally avoid consistency issues [24] and thus can
benefit from using PIM-Atomic instructions.

Caches

F: frontier vertex set of current step
F’: frontier vertex set of next step
u.depth:
depth value of vertex u
neighbor(u): neighbor vertices of u
CAS(v.depth, inf, d): atomic compare
and swap operation

Core
POU

1 F ← {source}
2 while F is not empty
F’ ← {∅}
3
for each u ∈ F in parallel
4
d ← u.depth + 1
5
for each v ∈ neighbor(u)
6
ret←CAS(v.depth, inf, d)
7
if ret==success
8
F’ ← F’ ∪ v
9
endif
10
endfor
11
endfor
12
barrier()
13
F ← F’
14
15 endwhile

GraphPIM Framework

Fig. 5: Overview of GraphPIM framework
Graph-Data Management: As explained in Section II-C,
both irregular memory accesses and atomic operation overhead
in graph computing are caused by the access to the graph property. Therefore, in GraphPIM, we choose the atomic operations
on the graph property as PIM offloading targets. To achieve
this, GraphPIM requires the framework to allocate the graph
property in the PIM memory region (PMR), which is a continuous block of an uncacheable region in the virtual memory
space. This is achieved by calling a customized pmr malloc
function (similar to jemalloc [25] and tcmalloc [26]). All host
atomic instructions accessing the PMR are offloaded as PIMAtomic requests.
Hardware Architecture: In GraphPIM, the host processor
architecture implements a PIM Offloading Unit (POU) to

determine the data path of the current memory instruction.
Atomic instructions accessing the PMR will bypass the cache
hierarchy and be offloaded to HMC directly. The PIM region
is uncacheable, so other non-atomic memory requests to the
PIM region will also bypass the cache hierarchy.
Programming Model: An application programmer can
use the same graph APIs and follow the same programming model provided by the underlying graph frameworks,
so no application-level code change is required to benefit
from GraphPIM from the programmer’s perspective. The only
change occurs within the framework. GraphPIM requires the
graph framework to use a specialized pmr malloc function to
allocate memory space for the graph property. This modification to the framework is negligible and does not incur extra
overhead for application programmers.
B. Architectural Extensions
Figure 6 shows the architectural extensions to the host
processor in GraphPIM. We keep the architectural changes
non-intrusive to current hardware architectures.
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Fig. 6: Architectural extensions for GraphPIM (added parts
are shown in dark gray)
PIM Memory Region: In GraphPIM, we define a PIM
memory region (PMR) for the data of offloading targets. The
PMR is specified in the virtual memory space by utilizing
existing uncacheable (UC) memory support in x86 architectures [27]. The corresponding physical pages are marked
as uncacheable by setting system registers (such as MTRRs
in x86) from the operating systems. The underlying graph
framework places the data of offloading targets into the PMR
via a customized pmr malloc function at the initial memory
allocation phase.
PIM Offloading Unit: In each host core, GraphPIM integrates a PIM Offloading Unit (POU), which determines the
data path of memory instructions. GraphPIM does not rely
on special PIM instructions in the host processor, so the host
processor ISA does not need to be changed. As shown in
Figure 6, all atomic instructions, such as instructions with a
“lock” prefix in x86, are regarded as HMC operations if they
are accessing the PMR. Instead of being executed in the host
processor, the atomic instructions are offloaded to the HMC
by sending memory requests with atomic operation commands.

Note that all other non-atomic instructions bypass the cache
hierarchy just as with the original UC memory support.
Cache Policy: PIM-Atomic directly modifies the data within
HMC. To maintain data coherency between HMC and cache,
we follow a cache bypassing policy for offloading targets. By
marking a page as uncacheable, all memory requests, including
both offloading and non-offloading cases, will bypass the
cache hierarchy if they are accessing the PMR. In this way,
GraphPIM ensures that there is no data copy in the cache so
that the coherence issue is avoided. Dealing with the cache
bypassing policy is better than maintaining full coherence in
terms of both performance and design complexity. Offloading
targets in GraphPIM are graph property accesses, which are
irregular. Thus, bypassing the caches for PIM-Atomic provides
multiple benefits, such as avoiding unnecessary cache checking time, preventing cache pollution, and reducing memory
bandwidth.
TABLE II: Summary of PIM offloading targets
Workload
Breadth-first search
Degree centrality
Shortest path
K-core decomposition
Connected component
Triangle count

Offloading Target

PIM-Atomic Type

lock
lock
lock
lock
lock
lock

CAS if equal
Signed add
CAS if equal
Signed add
CAS if equal
Signed add

cmpxchg
addw
cmpxchg
subw
cmpxchg
add

Offloading Target: GraphPIM regards the host atomic
instructions that access the PMR as offloading targets. Table II
summarizes the offloading targets for each workload as well
as the corresponding PIM-Atomic operations (the workload
applicability will be further discussed in Section III-C). As
shown in the table, the corresponding x86 instructions with a
“lock” prefix access the graph property and thus are offloaded
to HMC. In the table, the graph workloads utilize two types
of PIM-Atomic operations, CAS if equal and Signed
add, which can be directly mapped from the host atomic
instructions. Note that there are a few PIM-Atomic operations
that do not match the host atomic instructions, such as CAS
if greater and CAS if less. In the host processor,
the functionality of these operations is achieved via a small
instruction block that consists of other existing host atomic
instructions. Such an instruction block is usually generated
by the compiler. To fully utilize all PIM-Atomic operations,
the host architecture may incorporate a mechanism to identify
such small instruction blocks that can translate into the PIMAtomic operations. Similar to other host atomic instructions,
the identified instruction block will be regarded as a PIM
offloading target if it is accessing the PMR.
Discussion: In GraphPIM, instead of adding special PIM
instructions to the host processor, we choose to mark the
special memory region for three major reasons: 1) Cache coherence. When using PIM instructions, because non-offloading
instructions may also access the same data, we have to
maintain costly coherence between data copies in the caches
and memory. Such an issue is naturally avoided in our method
because of the memory address-based PIM offloading. 2)

Programmer overhead. If new PIM instructions are introduced,
application programmers typically must modify higher level
software. With our proposed method, however, there is no
extra burden for application programmers using PIM. Only
a simple malloc function replacement is needed in the graph
framework. 3) Cache checking overhead. In our method, all
data accesses to PMR bypass the cache hierarchy, which brings
extra performance benefits.
GraphPIM utilizes the atomic operations in the HMC 2.0
specification. Nevertheless, the proposed technique can be
applied to other instruction-level PIM offloading environments.
Likewise, GraphPIM can also be beneficial for non-graph
workloads that perform atomic operations on irregular data.
Furthermore, GraphPIM can be applied on systems equipped
with both HMCs and DRAMs. In this case, the graph property
data allocated in DRAMs will be processed in the conventional
way, while the graph data in HMCs can still receive the same
benefit from PIM-Atomic. In addition, it should be noted that
without PIM-Atomic, bypassing the cache for atomic instructions would incur a huge performance degradation because the
cache-line lock will be downgraded to bus locking in this case.
C. Applicability of PIM-Atomics
As discussed in Section II-B, modern graph computing
covers a wide range of applications that exhibit different computation characteristics. Although we showed the feasibility
of offloading the accesses to the graph property using BFS
as an example, a further question may arise as to whether
the same technique can be applied on other graph computing
applications. In this section, we discuss the applicability of
PIM-Atomic operations on various graph workloads.
The current PIM-Atomic support has two major limitations.
First, only simple arithmetic operations are currently implemented; complex operations (e.g., floating point operations)
are not supported in HMC 2.0. Second, only one memory
operand is allowed in the operations. The operations that need
to specify multiple memory locations have to be split into
separate requests. Thus, to benefit from GraphPIM, the target
applications should fulfill two key requirements: 1) the target
workloads should contain a large number of irregular memory
accesses triggered by atomic operations on the graph property
and 2) the atomic operations on the target memory regions
should be simple enough to be mapped to the existing PIMAtomic operations. Most graph traversal applications, such
as our BFS example in Figure 3, fulfill the requirements.
To further study the applicability of PIM-Atomic on graph
workloads, we analyze all workloads from the GraphBIG
benchmark suite [17].
Inapplicable Graph Workloads: As shown in Table III,
most of the traversal-oriented workloads, noted as Graph
Traversal, can make use of PIM-Atomic operations. The two
exceptions are Betweenness Centrality and Page Rank, which
require floating point operations. On the other hand, the graph
workloads in the Dynamic Graph (DG) category frequently
perform graph structure/property updates and involve complex
code structure and access patterns. Therefore, they require

TABLE III: Summary of PIM-Atomic applicability with
GraphBIG workloads
Category
Graph Traversal

Dynamic Graph

Rich Property

Workload
Breadth-first search
Depth-first search
Degree centrality
Betweenness centrality
Shortest path
K-core decomposition
Connected component
Page rank
Graph construction
Graph update
Topology morphing
Triangle count
Gibbs inference

Applicable?
(Missing operation)
√
√
√
×
√ (Floating point add)
√
√
× (Floating point add)
× (Complex operation)
× (Complex operation)
× (Complex operation)
√
× (Computation intensive)

more complex memory operations, such as indirect accesses
and multiple memory operands. For the workloads in the
Rich Property (RP) category, Triangle Count can use PIM
functionality. However, the workloads in this category perform computation within the vertices’ properties, so they are
more computation intensive than Graph Traversal. Thus, PIMAtomic may not provide huge performance benefits for them.
Potential Extension to PIM Atomics: The logic die in
HMC enables the possibility of implementing a wide range
of computation logic within the memory package. Although
HMC 2.0 currently defines 18 simple operations, HMC technology has the full potential of implementing new operations if
needed. As previously discussed, some applications deal with
floating point (FP) operations; for example, both Betweenness
Centrality and Page Rank perform FP add operations when
updating the graph property. As FP add/sub operations are
relatively simple compared to other complex ones, FP add/sub
support might be a reasonable extension to the future PIMAtomic to provide PIM benefits for more graph workloads. In
Section IV, we further evaluate the performance benefits of
supporting FP add/sub operations.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Methodology
We evaluate our method using the Structural Simulation
Toolkit (SST) [28] with MacSim [29], a cycle-level architecture simulator. HMC is simulated by VaultSim, a 3Dstacked memory simulator. We extend VaultSim with extra
timing models based on DRAMSim2 [30]. Table IV shows the
configuration of our evaluated system. We model a processor
with 16 out-of-order cores and a single 8GB HMC that follows
the HMC 2.0 specification [16]. We use the benchmarks from
GraphBIG [17], a graph benchmark suite covering a wide
scope of graph computing workloads, as the workloads, and
the LDBC graph as the input dataset. In addition, two other
large-scale graphs, bitcoin and twitter, are further used to
evaluate our method with real-world applications.

Pseudo Code

B. Evaluation Results
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Fig. 7: Speedups over the baseline system
1) Performance Evaluation: Figure 7 shows the performance results. Compared to the baseline, GraphPIM achieves
as high as a 2.4× speedup (PRank) and more than a 2×
speedup for Breadth-first Search (BFS), Connected Component (CComp), and Degree Centrality (DC). On average,
GraphPIM improves performance by 60% over the baseline.
However, we also observe a negligible speedup for kCore
Decomposition (kCore) and Triangle Count (TC). This is
because they have a low percentage of offloaded PIM-Atomic
operations. Thus, the performance potential is quite low to
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(insert local task queue)
FLAG:
…
PIM-CAS: PIM
atomic operation

Atomic Overhead: The major performance gain of GraphPIM comes from avoiding the host-side atomic instructions,
which incurs non-negligible overhead. In graph workloads, the
long latency of atomic instructions delays not only the atomic
instructions, but also subsequent dependent instructions. As
shown in Figure 8, the CAS operation in the pseudo code will
be compiled as a lock cmpxchg instruction and then offloaded
to the HMC side as a CAS-if equal operation. The following
branch instruction and task queue scheduling code depend on
its return value. The long latency of atomic instructions will
delay the retirement of the depending instructions. The dependent instruction block would greatly reduce the efficiency of
out-of-order execution and therefore cause low processor ILP.

Baseline

%PIM-Atomic

...
lock cmpxchg
jne FLAG
(insert local task queue)
FLAG:
…
lock prefix: atomic
instruction

GraphPIM

GraphPIM

PIM-Offloading

Fig. 8: Illustration of atomic instruction overhead
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%PIM-Atomic in All
Instructions

Speedup over Baseline
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3

for each v ∈ neighbor(u)
ret←CAS(v.depth, inf, d)
if ret==success
F’ ← F’ ∪ v
endif
endfor
CAS: compare-andswap

Normalized Execution Time

In this section, we evaluate our proposed GraphPIM with
three system configurations, as explained below. All results
are normalized to the baseline unless otherwise stated.
• Baseline: This is a conventional architecture using HMC
as main memory and does not utilize instruction offloading functionality.
• U-PEI: This configuration enables instruction offloading
by following a mechanism similar to PEI [14] except
that we assume perfect locality-aware offloading and
ideal coherence management. In particular, all offloading
requests that can hit in the cache are processed within
the host processor, and the coherence between caches and
HMC is assumed to incur no extra overhead; hence, this
configuration shows the performance upper-bound of PEI.
• GraphPIM: This is our proposed instruction offloading
technique, in which the atomic instructions accessing the
PIM memory region bypass the cache hierarchy and are
offloaded to HMC.

X86 Assembly

Baseline

GraphBIG benchmark suite
LDBC graph (1M vertex) [32], ∼900 MB footprint
Bitcoin graph, ∼10 GB footprint
Twitter graph, ∼5 GB footprint

GraphPIM

Benchmark
Dataset

GraphPIM

8GB cube, 32 vaults, 512 DRAM banks [16]
tCL = tRCD = tRP = 13.75 ns, tRAS = 27.5 ns [31]
4 links per package, 120GB/s per link [16]

Baseline

HMC

GraphPIM

32KB private L1 data/instruction caches
256KB private L2 inclusive cache
16MB shared L3 inclusive cache
64-byte cache line, MESI coherence protocol

Baseline

16 out-of-order cores, 2GHz, 4-issue

Cache

Baseline

Core

Configuration

GraphPIM

Component

begin with. For instance, kCore spends a significant amount of
time checking inactive vertices, not on accessing properties of
neighbor vertices. Also, TC performs most operations within
graph properties and thus is more compute intensive than other
workloads.
As discussed in Section III-C, with additional support for
the floating point add operation, Betweenness Centrality (BC)
and Page Rank (PRank) can also benefit from GraphPIM.
The result shows that PRank experiences a significant performance improvement with instruction offloading while BC
does not. This is because BC has a large number of centrality
computations on thread-local data structures, which makes the
workload more compute intensive and the impact of improving
atomic performance relatively small.

GraphPIM

TABLE IV: Simulation configuration

PRank

Fig. 9: Breakdown of normalized execution time (AtomicinCore: atomic instruction cycles for pipeline freezing and
write-buffer draining; Atomic-inCache: atomic instruction cycles for cache checking and coherence traffic; Other: cycles
of other instructions’ execution and stall)
To estimate the impact of atomic instruction overhead, we
measure the breakdown of atomic and non-atomic instructions
in total execution time, as shown in Figure 9. Note that atomic

Cache Miss Rate
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Fig. 10: Cache miss rate of offloading candidates
Cache Bypassing: We previously discussed that our offloading targets (i.e., graph property access) do not have
data locality and that it is therefore better to bypass the
cache hierarchy. The experiment results also support our
discussion. From the results in Figure 7, we can see that
GraphPIM outperforms U-PEI because it avoids the unnecessary cache checking time. Note that U-PEI is already an
idealized configuration, which ignores the extra overhead of
two key factors: (1) maintaining offloaded data coherence and
(2) computing offloaded instructions that hit in the cache.
In a more realistic system, both factors can bring significant
performance overhead. Nevertheless, GraphPIM still shows a
20% higher speedup than U-PEI on average over the baseline.
All workloads achieve better performance except for BC, in
which thread-local data structures are heavily used with data
locality. In addition, a cache analysis is also performed. In
most workloads, more than 80% of offloading candidates
are cache miss, as shown in Figure 10, which justifies the
feasibility of GraphPIM’s cache policy. kCore, TC, and BC
show relatively lower cache miss rates than others. However,
the performance of kCore and TC is not harmed because of
their limited number of accesses, whereas data locality in BC
affects performance and results in a slightly better speedup for
U-PEI.
Functional Units: An 8GB HMC contains 32 vaults, each
of which has 16 memory banks. Thus, 16 functional units
(FUs) are enough for each vault for PIM-Atomic. However,
if we have fewer FUs in each vault, the bottleneck may

Baseline
Speedup over Baseline

instructions incur not only in-core atomic overhead but also
cache checking and coherence traffic overhead. As shown, in
the baseline system, most workloads spend a large portion
of their execution time in atomic instructions. For example,
BFS, CComp, DC, and PRank all show above 50% atomic
instruction overhead. However, in kCore and TC, their small
atomic instruction count limits the atomic overhead. Also, incore overhead, which includes the time for pipeline freezing
and write-buffer draining, is the major source of overhead. In
most workloads, in-core overhead above 30% is observed. The
result also shows close to a 20% cache overhead for some
workloads, which comes from the cache checking latency
for irregular property data and extra coherence traffic. In
GraphPIM, all workloads show an execution time for the nonatomic part similar to the baseline system except for BC, in
which non-atomic part requires more execution time. This is
because in BC, non-atomic instructions reuse shared data from
the atomic part. Such data locality cannot be utilized with PIM
offloading.
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1-FU
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Fig. 11: Speedup over baseline system with different functional
units (FU) per HMC vault
shift to the number of FUs. To estimate the impact of the
number of FUs, we perform a sensitivity analysis. As shown
in Figure 11, there is no noticeable performance impact with
a different number of FUs. Even with only one FU in each
vault, the performance is still roughly the same as with the
16-FU configuration. The result shows that the performance is
not bounded by PIM-Atomic throughput in HMC. This results
for two reasons: 1) HMC has 32 vaults, so the chances of
consecutive HMC-Atomic requests mapped to the same vault
are low. 2) The offloading target has depending instructions,
which also introduce a large number of interleaving memory
requests. This makes PIM-Atomic relatively sparse in total
memory requests. For current atomic support in HMC 2.0, the
FUs consume only negligible energy even with 16 FUs per
vault. However, if floating point units are incorporated, the FU
number can have a substantial impact on energy consumption.
We further explain this in Section IV-B4. In our evaluation, we
assume 16 regular FUs and one floating point FU per vault.
2) Bandwidth Analysis: HMC uses a packet-based protocol
for the links between the host processor and HMC, where the
packets consist of 128-bit data units called FLITs [16]. The
packet sizes of regular memory requests and atomic operations
is summarized in Table V. A 64-byte READ/WRITE request
consumes 6 FLITs in total, while the atomic operations need
only 3 or 4 FLITs. Therefore, PIM-Atomic provides the benefit
of bandwidth savings compared to regular memory requests
due to its smaller packet size.
Figure 12 shows the breakdown of bandwidth consumption
normalized to the baseline. We can see that GraphPIM reduces
the bandwidth consumption by around 30% in BFS, CComp,
DC, SSSP, and PRank. Because graph workloads are more
intensive in read requests, most bandwidth savings are from
the response part. Besides, the bandwidth impact of GraphPIM
in kCore and TC is negligible because of their limited number
of offloaded operations. Similarly, the bandwidth benefit of
TABLE V: HMC memory transaction bandwidth requirement
in FLITs (FLIT size: 128-bit)
Type

Request

Response

64-byte READ
64-byte WRITE

1 FLITs
5 FLITs

5 FLITs
1 FLITs

2
2
2
2

1
2
2
1

add without return
add with return
boolean/bitwise/CAS
compare if equal

FLITs
FLITs
FLITs
FLITs

FLITs
FLITs
FLITs
FLITs

TABLE VI: Experiment datasets
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Fig. 12: Normalized bandwidth consumption with request/response breakdown
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Fig. 13: Speedup over baseline system with different HMC
link bandwidth
BC is offset by the existence of data locality. In addition,
compared to U-PEI, the cache bypassing policy of GraphPIM
can help reduce bandwidth consumption for most workloads.
For example in BFS, the bandwidth reduction is further
improved from 7% to 29%. However, outliers also exist. In
BC and TC, because of their data locality, GraphPIM shows
slightly higher bandwidth consumption than U-PEI.
Although the reduction in memory bandwidth consumption
can result in energy benefits, it is not the case in the context
of performance. Figure 13 shows the speedup with different
HMC link bandwidths over the baseline system with original link bandwidth. As shown, since Baseline-half-BW and
Baseline-double-BW are almost the same as Baseline, we can
conclude that the baseline system is not sensitive to bandwidth
variations. Likewise, the speedup of GraphPIM remains the
same with different HMC link bandwidth configurations. From
the results, we can observe that with the existing rich bandwidth resources of HMC, graph workloads are insensitive to
bandwidth variations and therefore bandwidth savings cannot
be effectively translated into performance gains.
3) Sensitivity on Graph Size: In graph computing, input
data have a significant impact on the applications’ behaviors,
especially for the data access pattern. To study the impact
of input graph data on performance, we perform experiments
using the LDBC synthetic graph [32] with four different graph
sizes, from 1K vertices to 1M vertices. The dataset details
are summarized in Table VI. The four graphs share the same
connectivity feature but with different memory footprints.
Figure 14(a) shows the performance improvement of GraphPIM over U-PEI. As explained previously, the offloading target
in our method is graph property access, which does not have

CComp

DC

kCore

SSSP

TC

BC

PRank

Fig. 14: (a) GraphPIM performance improvement over U-PEI
(b) GraphPIM speedup over baseline
data locality. Therefore, it is more desirable to bypass the
cache hierarchy for the offloaded operations. However, such a
conclusion may be changed depending on the input data size.
From the results in Figure 14(a), we can see that the benefit
of cache bypassing decreases with smaller graph size. In some
workloads, U-PEI starts to show better performance with the
LDBC-10k graph. This is because the data size starts to fit
into the L3 cache capacity. The degradation introduced by
cache bypassing becomes much more obvious for the LDBC1k graph. In BC, cache bypassing is always worse because
of its data locality, and similarly a smaller graph brings more
performance degradation.
Although the benefit of cache bypassing varies with the data
size, GraphPIM still keeps a desirable overall performance
gain. As shown in Figure 14(b), the speedup of GraphPIM
does not vary as much as in previous improvement results.
This is because our method still can reduce significant atomic
instruction overhead, which is less sensitive to the data size.
Moreover, in most workloads, LDBC-10k shows a better
speedup than much larger graphs. This is because the atomic
instruction density of graph workloads stays at a similar
level with different graph sizes, while other components, such
as task scheduling, are reduced for smaller graphs. Thus,
sometimes smaller graphs show even better speedup.
4) Energy Analysis: GraphPIM can save data transfer energy by reducing memory traffic. However, the PIM operation
in HMC may also incur extra energy consumption. To estimate such a potential tradeoff, we perform an analysis of
uncore energy consumption in this section. Figure 15 shows
the normalized uncore energy breakdown. We model energy
consumption of caches using CACTI 6.5 [33] and compute the
energy of HMC SerDes links, DRAM layers, and functional
units using the energy models from prior works [34]–[36].
HMC uses four high-speed Serializer/Deserializer (SerDes)
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TABLE VII: Experiment configuration
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Fig. 15: Breakdown of uncore energy consumption normalized
to baseline (Caches: Host cache hierarchy; HMC Link: SerDes
and data transfer; HMC FU: Functional units; HMC LL: HMC
logic layer; HMC DRAM: HMC DRAM dies)
links to provide high bandwidth. However, they consume
nearly 43% of HMC’s power [34], [36].
As shown, GraphPIM reduces the uncore energy consumption by 37% on average. The energy savings mainly come
from caches, HMC links, and the HMC logic layer. This is
because of the reduction of cache accesses in the host side
and the reduction of memory bandwidth consumption, which
saves the energy of data transfers via HMC SerDes links.
Moreover, GraphPIM improves performance significantly. The
shorter execution time also helps reduce the uncore energy.
From the results, we can also observe that the energy
consumption of HMC comes mostly from the links and logic
layer. HMC FUs consume negligible energy in most workloads
except for BC and PRank, in which floating point computation
introduces relatively higher FU energy even though GraphPIM
follows a low-power design of floating point units and enables
only one floating point unit per vault. As explained in a
previous section, the performance of graph workloads is not
sensitive to variations in FU number. Thus, it is more desirable
to incorporate only one floating point FU per vault.
In general, GraphPIM achieves a substantial uncore energy
reduction over the baseline. Even in the worst case, GraphPIM does not exceed the uncore energy consumption of the
baseline. Note that besides uncore energy, we also evaluate
the overall system energy and observe the same trend as the
performance speedup result because of GraphPIM’s significant
reduction in execution time.
5) Real-World Applications: In real-world graph computing, large-scale graphs need to be processed with a complex
combination of algorithms. To estimate the benefit of GraphPIM in real-world scenarios, we perform experiments with the
following two real-world applications.
(1) Financial Fraud Detection (FD): This application is a
graph-based financial fraud detection system, which detects
first-party bank fraud and money laundering behaviors. It does
graph traversal-based computations to uncover fraud rings in
data relationships [37]. In our experiment, the input data is a
Bitcoin transaction graph [38], in which each vertex represents
a Bitcoin account and each edge represents a Bitcoin transaction. The Bitcoin graph contains 71.7M vertices and 181.8M

TABLE VIII: Real-world application experiment results
Type
Performance
Counter

Analytical
Model

Event

FD

RS

IPC
LLC MPKI
LLC hit rate
Uncore time
Backend stall
%PIM-Atomic

0.1
21.3
2.8%
65.8%
83.8%
1.3%

0.12
20.6
13.4%
52.7%
88.8%
2.9%

Total host overhead
Total cache checking

17%
7%

32%
17%

edges with around a 10 GB memory footprint.
(2) Recommender System (RS): This application provides
product/service recommendations for e-commerce customers.
It follows an item-to-item collaborative filtering method [39],
which is also applied in the Amazon recommender system [2].
The experiment uses a Twitter graph as input data [40]. It
represents the friendship/followership between Twitter users.
The graph contains 11M vertices and 85M edges, leading to
around a 5GB memory footprint.
Because the application size exceeds the capability of architectural simulations, we perform real machine experiments
by collecting hardware performance counters. The architectural results are then generated via an analytical model. We
summarize the experiment configuration in Table VII and the
experiment results in Table VIII.
In our analytical model, the execution cycles per instruction
(CPI) is split into two components, atomic and other nonatomic instructions. Although both components may share
overlapping cycles because of the out-of-order execution, the
overlap is expected to be relatively small compared to the
long latency of atomic instructions. Meanwhile, in the baseline
system, atomic instructions always pay the penalty of cache
checking time even though their miss rates are high. Such
cache checking and in-core atomic overhead are avoided in
GraphPIM. The analyical model is summarized as follows.
𝐶𝑃𝐼$%&'()*' = 𝐶𝑃𝐼,-.'/ 1 − 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝%
+𝑅%-,<)= × 𝑇@A + 𝐿𝑎𝑡=%=.' + 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠%-,<)= ×𝐿𝑎𝑡<'<
𝐶𝑃𝐼G/%H.IJK = 𝐶𝑃𝐼,-.'/ (1 − 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝%) + 𝑅%-,<)= ×𝐿𝑎𝑡IJK
𝐶𝑃𝐼,-.'/ : CPI of other (non-atomic) instructions
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝%: percentage of overlapped cycles
𝑅%-,<)= : rate of atomic instructions
𝑇@A : atomic instruction overhead
𝐿𝑎𝑡=%=.' /𝐿𝑎𝑡<'< /𝐿𝑎𝑡IJK : average cache/memory/PIM latency
𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠%-,<)= : miss rate of atomic instructions
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Fig. 16: Comparison between the architectural simulation and
analytical model results in speedup over baseline
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Fig. 17: Performance and energy results of two real-world
applications based on an analytical model (FD: Financial fraud
detection; RS: Recommender system)
Before applying the analytical model on the large-scale
graph applications, we validate the correctness and accuracy of
our model by comparing it with previous simulation results. As
shown in Figure 16, our analytical model achieves a speedup
estimation similar to architectural simulations. The error rate
is within one digit in most workloads and 7.72% on average.
Figure 17 shows both performance and energy results. The
energy consumption is modeled in the same way as described
in the previous section. As shown in the results, GraphPIM
significantly improves performance and energy consumption
for both applications. The recommender system (RS) achieves
as high as a 1.9× performance speedup over the baseline.
Financial fraud detection (FD) also shows a 1.5× speedup.
FD shows a bit lower performance benefit because it contains
multiple non-graph computing components, which offset the
overall benefit of GraphPIM. The energy comparison is also
shown in Figure 17. GraphPIM achieves 32% and 48% energy
reductions in FD and RS, respectively. The energy reduction
comes from multiple factors, including cache hierarchy, data
link, HMC logic, and DRAM. From the experiments of realworld applications, we can see that GraphPIM can still achieve
satisfactory improvement in both performance and energy for
complex real-world applications with large-scale graph data.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Recent advances in die-stacking technology have made researchers investigate its use cases in computing systems. There
have been several prior studies exploiting the technology for
die-stacked memory [41]–[45], but beyond that, die-stacking
technology can also facilitate implementing the processingin-memory (PIM) concept, which was envisioned decades
ago [8]–[11]. To our knowledge, this is the first work that

explores utilizing processing-in-memory based on an industrial
specification (i.e., HMC 2.0).
Most of the recent near-data processing (NDP) works focused on fully-programmable cores for in-memory processing.
Gao et al. proposed an NDP architecture for data analytics applications [12]. Ahn et al. proposed an in-memory accelerator
for graph processing [13]. Hsieh et al. [46] proposed a PIM
architecture that enables programmer-transparent NDP GPU
systems. Fully-programmable PIM offers great flexibility but
introduces non-negligible hardware complexity. In addition to
fully-programmable PIM, PIM taxonomy also includes fixedfunction in-memory processing [47], among which HMC 2.0
is one of the examples of industrial proposals.
To our knowledge, the most relevant work that exploits
fixed-function PIM is PEI [14]. PEI implements a set of
PIM operations in both host processor and memory, and user
applications take advantage of PIM by using special PIM
instructions. The PIM operations will either be processed in
the host processor or be offloaded to memory based on the
locality monitoring result. As PEI does not bypass cache for
PIM data, it needs to write back the data for the offloaded
operations to ensure data coherence. Nai and Kim [48] also
presented a case study of instruction-level PIM offloading for
graph applications. As a preliminary study, it provides analysis
without detailed performance evaluations.
Compared to prior research, we demonstrate that the shared
data between cores with CPU atomic operations should be
the first offloading target (rather than naively offloading the
operations that would experience cache misses). Such an observation has not been well pointed out in the previous studies.
In particular, compared to PEI, our work does not require
any efforts from application programmers to take advantage
of PIM, and provides higher performance with much less
software and hardware complexity.
As discussed in Section II-C, atomic overhead is one of
the major bottlenecks for graph computing. There have been
multiple research efforts to reduce the overhead of locks
and critical sections by accelerating critical sections [49] or
by using Speculative Lock Elision (SLE) [50] and Transactional Memory [51]. However, our graph workloads use lockfree programming techniques, which are widely adopted in
modern DB and OS designs. Because there are no locks,
prior techniques on the critical section optimization are not
directly applicable. Although we can replace existing codes
with lock-based designs and enable SLE/TM optimizations,
the performance would still be worse than the lock-free design
because of the overhead of lock/unlock/SLE operations [52],
[53]. Prior research also targets reducing application-specific
performance overhead introduced by atomic operations. For
example, Lee et al. proposed BSSync [54] to alleviate the
long latency and serialization overhead caused by atomic
operations in parallel machine learning (ML) applications. It
demonstrates that offloading atomics to PIM can significantly
improve the performance of parallel ML workloads using the
stale synchronous parallel model, but the proposed technique
is not directly applicable to our graph workloads.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present GraphPIM, a full-stack solution
that enables PIM instruction offloading for graph computing.
GraphPIM utilizes the atomic operations specified in a realworld PIM proposal, HMC 2.0 specification, and enables
PIM offloading in a non-intrusive way without requiring
application programmers’ effort or ISA changes. It needs
only minor extensions to the host processor and the graph
framework. GraphPIM is based on the key observation that
the atomic access to the graph property is the main culprit
for the inefficiency of graph workloads. Thus, by offloading
the atomic operations on the graph property, GraphPIM avoids
the overhead of executing atomic instructions in the host processor and the inefficiency caused by irregular data accesses.
Our evaluation shows that GraphPIM achieves up to a 2.4×
speedup and a reduction of 37% in energy consumption for a
wide range of graph benchmarks and real-world applications.
By incorporating architectural innovations in a practical way,
GraphPIM presents a promising solution to overcome the
bottlenecks of graph computing on modern systems.
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